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GENERAL EXPLANATIONS ABOUT ASTROLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION

Astrology can enlighten our behavior and clarify correlations in life. However, it can't 
and shouldn't pin a person down. An astrological birth picture consists of symbols 
that have been translated into words and concrete examples in the following text. 
For the sake of clarity, some examples have been exaggerated.

What astrology has to say can be explained by using examples. You have different 
aspects of your personality like your will, feelings, rational mind, etc. Imagine these 
to be actors who are staging the play of "life" together. Astrology describes the 
actors, their qualities and weaknesses, and their relationships with each other. But 
astrology has little to say about the play that is being acted. You decide this with 
your free will.

Experienced actors to whom you can constantly give new stage directions are 
necessary for a good play. The more you know the needs of your actors, the more 
you can bring them together into a harmonious and unified "play" and let them 
express themselves on your life's stage. The following pages will be a guide for 
doing this.

When reading them, you will discover contradictions. For example: one section 
describes the need for a calm and stable relationship, and another section says that 
you need stimulation and variety within a relationship. Such a contradiction contains 
the demanding challenge to express both opposites.

The following text is not a "fortune-telling horoscope" because you alone are the 
architect of your own destiny. The horoscope describes the "raw material" that you 
have available.
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APPEARANCE

The Ascendent symbolizes the "display window" or the "mask" of your personality, 
which means the qualities that you primarily exhibit to the outside world and other 
people initially perceive in you. It indicates an area with which you are familiar on 
the one hand, but challenges you throughout your lifetime to intensively develop 
your personality on the other hand.

Ascendent in Aquarius
An Unconventional Lifestyle

With the Ascendent in Aquarius, you would like to be someone special. Whether you 
dress conspicuously, do something unconventional, or frequently just come too late, 
you stand out in the crowd. Life challenges you time and again to not only show 
originality and unconventional behavior as a "mask" to the outside world, to not just 
play the "clown" in order to attract attention, but to be completely yourself and show 
the outside world what is deeply important to you. Repeatedly playing different, and 
perhaps even extreme, roles can help you discover and unfold the true heart of your 
being.

The Ascendent is like a pair of glasses through which you can perceive the 
surrounding world with a special hue You see everything from the perspective of 
personal freedom and possess a good ability of recognizing the opportunities and 
possibilities that the future has in store for you. You live your own lifestyle, view the 
world from a certain distance, and ask: Where do I stand? Should I get involved? 
You often remain detached, survey life from a secure perspective of 
noncommittalism, and keep emotional entanglements, obligations, intensity, and joy 
in life at an arm's length. One example of this is the ersatz world of television and 
computers. The tendency to consider this aloofness from your own life as a special 
merit of your own and accordingly promote it can actually cause you to miss out on 
life. The positive aspect of the Aquarius Ascendent is the ability to inwardly step out 
of a situation, survey it objectively, and recognize the correlations. To do this on a 
regular basis without cutting yourself off from the current of life is your challenge.
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ESSENTIAL NATURE AND WILL

Just as the Sun is the central star of the solar system in astronomical terms, it also 
symbolizes the essential nature of a human being in astrology. Its position in the 
birth picture tells us something about our ego-consciousness, about our will and the 
way in which we shape our lives.

Sun in Sagittarius 
Rising Above Your Own Limitations

In the innermost heart of your being, you have a very idealistic attitude. You see life 
as a path that leads you to a higher goal. This goal may be a spiritual or a material 
one. Just as the symbol of the Sagittarius, the arrow, points upward, you strive for 
higher things in your mind.

You have great powers of imagination and a type of inner myth that accompanies 
you step by step through daily life and gives you much optimism and self-assurance. 
However, if your inner vision deviates too much from reality and your goals have 
been set too high, you will be forced to experience repeatedly that banal everyday 
life holds you captive in its clutches. The powers of imagination can have a great 
many effects. However, your strength can only develop positively when the imagined 
goal lies within the realm of the possible. Otherwise, the inner images will be like a 
balloon that flies off into the unreachable heights and leaves behind disappointment 
and dissatisfaction.

You are an active person. When you are convinced of something, your strong and 
skilled will also leads you to the goal. In the process, you will hardly run your head 
against a brick wall but always remain flexible and adapt to changing circumstances. 
There is no denying that you have a healthy cleverness - similar to that of the fox in 
the animal fables. You want to pass your ideas on to others. Justice, freedom of 
opinion, and your own truth are your high causes. Your role models are teacher 
personalities in the broadest sense.

Sun in the Tenth House
The Importance of Social Position

Above all, the qualities described above want to expressed in your profession and in 
public life. You need a clearly defined goal, structure, and responsibility, and you 
would like to be able to work for this with discipline and much endurance. A certain 
degree of ambition can be valued as quite positive, and you should give much free 
expression to the need of achieving something and receiving recognition for it.

Profession and social position are central themes in life for you, making an essential 
contribution to strengthening your identity and self-perception, as well as to your 
self-realization. At the same time, it's important to differentiate between what suits 
you and what you only do to receive attention from society. This is a matter of setting 
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priorities, becoming your own authority, and assuming both the responsibility and the 
consequences for your life.

Sun/Mercury in Conjunction
Clear, Subjective Opinions

Will and reason are inseparably connected here. You consider what you want, think 
your projects through from A to Z, and formulate them clearly. You are presumably 
skilled at representing your opinions in conversations. Other people's convictions 
rarely change your mind. Since reason is practically in the service of your will, you 
probably have a considerable talent when it comes to leading conversations, among 
other things.

In addition to the positive aspects described above, this connection of reason and 
will also has its difficult components. Since the rational mind so closely cooperates 
with the will, it can also lose some of its objectivity. It may happen that you - without 
noticing it - judge a situation too much on the basis of your personal perspective. 
You tend to consider and represent your opinion as the irrefutable truth.

Sun/Neptune in Conjunction
The Difficulty of Finding Yourself

You see life in a romantic and idealistic aspect. This longing detracts from your 
personal will and your ego consciousness. Since you tend to identify more with the 
goals of other people rather than your own, you probably need to retreat into peace 
and seclusion to figure out what you personally want. If you don't do enough of this, 
the surrounding world can very easily sweep you back and forth. It's also important 
to define your position for yourself, set clear goals, and then also translate these into 
action. 

Your openness and sensitivity can express itself in an enormous willingness to help 
others. You do many things for the sake of your fellow human beings and perhaps 
get the worst of the deal yourself. The ego-dissolving principle can also be 
experienced through music, meditation, religion, a strong relationship to water, to 
chaos, addiction, or addicts. This fundamentally deals with letting a greater whole 
penetrate the ego consciousness and not letting yourself get swept away - exposing 
your own ship to the wind and waves but still keeping the helm in your hand. 
Learning to do this is a life-long process.

Sun/Pluto in a Harmonious Aspect
A Strong Personality

Your birth picture symbolically shows a power theme. It can therefore be presumed 
that you experienced your father or another important person close to you during 
your childhood as powerful and dominating. According to this role model, you 
assume that there are stronger and weaker people in the world; the stronger people 
exercise power and authority and pull the strings. If your father was a good role 
model for you and didn't abuse his power, you will probably have developed into a 
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strong personality as well.

There is an enormous potential in your constellation. The more you succeed in fully 
and completely believing in your own strength, the more you can become a type of 
gray eminence who holds the strings in the background, in your profession or even 
in your personal life. Exercising power could give you much joy in life. You have a 
remarkable power, are capable, have endurance, and can achieve a great deal in as 
far as you don't misuse your energy for egotistical purposes.
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FEELINGS AND TEMPERAMENT

The Moon symbolizes the emotional, childlike/passive, and receptive principle. It 
stands for the needy part of us that would like to live according to its feelings and 
spontaneously reacts according to desire or reluctance. In this part of our 
personality, we are sensitive and impressionable, perceive moods, and need a 
sense of security and warmth. We can imagine this part to be like a small child 
within us. If it gets what it needs, we feel good and lively. However, we often have to 
go through periods of stagnation and discontentment before we recognize and 
satisfy its needs.

The Moon embodies the feminine principle and also stands for the aspect within us 
that, full of caring willingness, would like to be a "mother" in the broadest sense of 
the word. It wants to look after others and create a sense of security.

Moon in Taurus
Sensual and Modest

You are a warm-hearted person. "Live and let live!" is your motto. You like enjoying 
peace and quite, relaxation, a good meal, and a glass of wine in a familiar 
environment. You presumably very much value security and steadfastness. You 
need some sort of territory of your own, a quiet place that belongs to you, to which 
you can retreat and enjoy life. When you have this, you are content with yourself and 
the world.

You tend to react slowly and with an even temper, as well as acting reserved when it 
comes to something new. You are also reliable and persevering. Your patience 
hardly knows any limits. The other aspect of these qualities is indolence and 
convenience/laziness; and this sometimes applies to you as well. You put up with 
unsatisfying situations for a very long time - sometimes perhaps too long. However, 
at some point even you will see red, and then you can become very unpleasant. You 
are a bit like a good-natured bear that people can ruffle and nudge for a long time. 
But when things go too far, it demands respect with one single stroke of its paw.

In life and reality, you stand with both feet on the ground. You have a strong 
relationship to the material world and to your body. Physical contact is something 
you value and need, and probably can't get enough of. Sensuality and eroticism are 
important to you. You have a good gift of observation and collect impressions one 
after the other without letting yourself be overly strained or deluged by them.

Moon in the Third House 
Contact with Many People

You are happy in an intellectual environment. Cultural events, contacts with 
neighbors and relatives, an exchange of information, or a shelf full of books can give 
you a feeling of security. Perhaps you work in a journalistic profession that offers you 
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the opportunity of having contact with many people. You probably also feel very 
much at home in the area of communication. It's easy for you to make new contacts 
through your openness.

Talking about feelings with other people is important for you. You need a cozy, 
harmonious environment to do so. The surroundings have to be right for you to 
express yourself in a lively and imaginative manner. Writing would be a further 
possibility for expressing your emotional world. You primarily show emotions through 
words. Since you presumably like to talk and do so frequently, you are sometimes 
overly rational. You have the tendency to discuss feelings rather than actually show 
them.
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COMMUNICATION AND THOUGHT

Mercury symbolizes the area of our personality related to thinking, information, and 
communication. The position of Mercury in a birth picture throws light on a person's 
way of thinking, preferred interests, and learning methods, as well as language and 
rhetorical abilities.

Mercury in Sagittarius 
Power of Imagination and Conviction

Your thinking is broadminded and oriented toward the future. When you mentally 
master a situation, such as becoming familiar with a new field of knowledge, you first 
get a general idea and attempt to grasp the situation comprehensively. You prefer to 
leave the detail work up to others. In your tendency to think subjectively, you often 
generously overlook the finer points.

In discussions, you represent your own opinion in a distinct manner. With a great 
deal of enthusiasm, you can convince others of your views. However, you 
sometimes know what is right and wrong almost too well, cling to your viewpoints, or 
richly elaborate your narrations and sometimes shamelessly lie through your teeth. 
You have abundant powers of imagination and certainly don't lack in ideas. But 
working plans out in detail is not really your cup of tea. It's possible that you are 
already mentally involved in your next project by then.

Mercury in the Tenth House
Called to Be an Expert Authority 

You want a profession or position in society where you can display your knowledge 
and thoughts, together with your verbal abilities. Communication, exchange, trade, 
or the imparting of information are central themes of your working life. In acquiring 
the knowledge that you need, you have a great deal of self-discipline. You learn in a 
purposeful and thorough manner and have a good predisposition for becoming an 
expert authority. You are willing to take responsibility for whatever you say. In 
conversations, you display structure and thoroughness, possibly even leadership 
qualities.

Public realms, politics, management, legislation, and leadership are the focus of 
your interests. Authorities interest you and support your desire to increase your own 
expert competencies.

Mercury/Neptune in Conjunction
Blessings and Difficulties of a Colorful Imagination

You have an abundance of imagination and talent for telling stories. Thinking in 
images is more interesting to you than strict logic. Perhaps you sometimes have 
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difficulty in clearly formulating your thoughts and feel yourself to be misunderstood 
since it isn't easy to translate pictures into linear language. However, there is an 
enormous potential within these images that allows your thinking to become much 
deeper and richer.

No one can claim that you are basically unreasonable, but you perhaps sometimes 
let others "throw dust in your eyes" and talk you into something that you actually 
didn't want at all. Because you are so close to the world of images and imagination, 
it isn't always easy for you to differentiate between reality and illusion and stick with 
the bare facts. You would like to believe in miracles and become susceptible to 
deception as a result. The more clearly you can differentiate between reality and 
fantasy and illusion, the more possibilities are open to you for expressing your inner 
world of images. Fairytales, mythology, film, photography, and advertising are some 
concrete examples of the "picture language." Your access to a rich inner world of 
image also manifests itself in your open ear and intuitive understanding your fellow 
human beings' joys and suffering.
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RELATIONSHIPS AND ESTHETICS

When Venus sparkles in the sky as the morning or evening star, it is an expression 
of harmony and beauty in terms of reality and as an astrological symbol. It stands 
for the need to be balanced and have things in common, for the striving to build 
bridges. It is a distinctly feminine and erotic principle and corresponds to the aspect 
within us that longs for a partner, seeks and creates relationships, and can be open 
for and enjoy all the beauty in life. The Venus in us chooses what is appropriate and 
agreeable for us from the diversity of people and things.

Venus in Sagittarius 
Generosity in Love

You spontaneously approach others and can quickly become enthused about 
someone. Relationships and interpersonal contacts offer you the opportunity for 
getting acquainted with something new and for inner growth. You have a good 
antenna for making the "right" contacts that also truly open up new horizons for you. 
You possibly value titles and outward appearances, occasionally also confusing the 
illusion with reality. You see what is positive in others and also give it your support. 
Within a partnership, this may mean that you very much idealize your partner and 
find it difficult to see and accept his or her true nature. You may possibly also give 
yourself a halo, consider yourself to be irresistible, and make excessive demands.

Your sense of beauty also includes the desire for expansiveness and growth. So you 
probably are fond of lively colors, dynamic forms, and rhythmic music since you see 
the possibility for inner expansiveness in movement.

Venus in the Ninth House
The Relationship as an Opportunity for Personal Growth

You seek generosity and tolerance in relationships. Your willingness to see the 
positive qualities in others sometimes lets you idealize a partnership too much. You 
want to experience relationships as meaningful, and you confront issues about the 
purpose of life together with your partner. You love to talk and philosophize about 
the beautiful things in life.

The exotic side of people fascinates you. Other cultures, skin colors, or religions 
don't inhibit you from making contact with people. Perhaps you have many 
relationships, either business or private, with foreign countries. When you take a 
vacation, it's also possible that you will come home with a partner from a distant 
land. 

Venus/Uranus in Conjunction
The Dilemma of Closeness and Freedom
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Above all, you look for stimulation in relationships. Your circle of friends probably 
consists primarily of interesting and unconventional people. In your partnership as 
well, you have the expectation of things happening and seek, for example, an 
unusual partner who comes from another culture or with a major age difference. 

You need much personal freedom in a couple relationship. Your need for 
independence may lead you to partners with few prospects of living everyday life 
together with much closeness; for example, partners who live far away, who are 
often absent because of their work, who aren't very reliable, or who are already 
married. If you live in a conventional partnership, you need a great deal of leeway 
with the possibility of being yourself and occasionally even doing something without 
your partner. If your mutual everyday life is planned down to the last detail and 
becomes totally predictable, a feeling of being locked up will soon arise within you. 
Your relationships are patterned less on the motto of "soulmates" than on an 
abundance of variety and many surprises.
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ACTIONS AND ASSERTION

Mars symbolizes masculinity and physical strength, as well as the capacity to take 
action and be assertive. It represents the part of our personality that is active in the 
outer world and wants to cause things to happen, that makes decisions and simply 
does things without asking, and that doesn't shy away from conflicts or 
confrontations. If something doesn't suit us, this is the part within us that defends 
itself and, if necessary, reacts with aggression and anger.

Mars in Capricorn
Purposeful Actions

You act in a matter-of-fact and purposeful manner. Your activities are reminiscent of 
the prudent and guiding authority of a father. You are aware of the responsibility for 
your actions and prefer time-tested and conventional methods. If something 
contradicts social rules, you don't particularly want to do it. Whenever possible, you 
set yourself a clear goal that you can translate step by step into action with 
endurance and determination. In the process, you can mobilize ambition and vigor to 
achieve whatever you have planned to do. Even if the outer circumstances change, 
you don't like to deviate from your line. In extreme cases, you imperturbably follow 
your path according to the motto: the end justifies the means. You also tend to be 
rather serious and strict with yourself and don't have much time for fun and games.

You see hierarchies and structures as necessary preconditions for the functioning of 
a society. You recognize people with authority and strive for such a position yourself. 
This means you are in demand for working situations where reliability, impartiality, 
and endurance are required.

Mars in the Eleventh House
The Need for Group Activities

You want to do something in or for the community. In the course of your life, you 
develop an ability to motivate groups or even friends in order to work toward a 
common goal. Team work appeals to you. Your solidarity with the group repeatedly 
causes you to make an effort on behalf of your friends and colleagues.

You also exert a great deal of strength and energy for individualistic goals since you 
would like to express yourself. It's important for you to ask time and again whether 
you pursue goals for the common good or whether you declare your own goals to be 
the objective of the group. It can't be denied that you have a certain competitive 
attitude within a group or circle of friends. If you are successful in directing the need 
for activity into meaningful channels, friends and people with whom you share 
interests will have a stimulating effect on your initiative and ability to take action. You 
probably experience yourself as particularly active and full of life's joys when you are 
in a team, club, or group.
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With great probability, the type of man who fascinates you personifies many of these 
qualities. This means that you like unconventional and independent men who 
imperturbably go their own way and with whom you are never quite certain how they 
will react next.

Mars/Pluto in Tension
Energy with Passion

You have a tremendous potential of energy that lies dormant within you like a 
volcano. Perhaps you sometimes sense how things are seething within you, but you 
act gentle and charming to the outside world. Almost no one would call you 
aggressive. But despite this pronounced gentleness, you radiate something of this 
unlived energy that other people perceive on an unconscious level as the challenge 
for you to live out the restrained forces. For this reason, you may be confronted with 
violence and the abuse of power, even in the area of sexuality. Such experiences 
should be understood as exhortations to look the dark side of life in the eye, 
overcome the fear of your own strength, of your own potential for destruction, and of 
your own compulsiveness; then let the energies flow step by step, even if they don't 
always show themselves as you would perhaps like to have them.

The gift of this quality is a tremendous and outstanding energy and productivity. The 
difficulty is properly channeling this energy; for example, into the high demands of 
professional or athletic achievements and, last but not least, into an intense and 
fulfilling sexual life.

You feel attracted to "strong men" in order to experience the elemental force, an iron 
will, and an uncompromising nature, as well as possibly the compulsive and 
manipulative traits of your own character.
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THE SEARCH FOR MEANING AND GROWTH

Jupiter symbolizes the optimist in us, the part that wants meaning and expansion 
and sometimes gets out of control. It lets us look out for something higher and rise 
above the banalities of everyday life. It symbolizes the part in us that creates a 
relationship between things. It fills sober reality with a meaning by apportioning 
significance to each thing and imparting symbolic content to situations, words, and 
deeds.

Jupiter in the Eighth House
Wealth Lies in the Dark Aspects of Life

Even as a small child, you were able to experience that it's worth getting to the 
bottom of things. Today as well, you seek meaning in the hidden things of life and 
love to open the doors that others would prefer to keep closed. Perhaps you are 
motivated by the hope of finding an answer as to the meaning of life behind one of 
these doors. So you don't even stop at taboos. This could manifest itself in a 
generous approach to sexuality and power themes. You probably don't even shy 
away from people seen as outcasts by society - the handicapped, criminals, or 
addicts. You can see and comprehend crises in a larger context. You have the ability 
of discovering a meaning and something positive even in difficult situations.

You have a good talent for dealing with other people's property. Perhaps you 
manage money or represent the rights of others. You may possibly even risk a great 
deal and be successful at it. In general, you will probably be successful in increasing 
other people's property. The biggest obstacle here will be that you exaggerate and 
are too wasteful with other people's money and property.

Jupiter/Saturn in Conjunction
Ideals and Reality

It's difficult for you to reconcile reality on the one hand and your ideas of what life 
could offer on the other hand. When you advocate a practical and realistic policy, 
you tend to prefer a banal life with a secure and regular income to the realization of 
your ideals. In the process, the issue of meaning becomes increasingly urgent with 
the passing years. If you are on the more optimistic side, you will tend to live from 
hand to mouth and wait for great happiness without being disciplined enough to take 
the necessary steps yourself.

You are challenged to reduce reality and vision, your own behavior in everyday life 
and your philosophy of life, to a common denominator. It's important to accept your 
own doubts and make concrete plans on this basis. It's just as important to not 
dismiss ideals as castles in the air with a rigid sense of reality and just stick to the 
facts. Your inner ideas should be shaped in a practical manner and translated into 
reality step by step. This can help you solidly anchor yourself in reality, 
simultaneously finding your own life philosophy and reducing it to a common 
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denominator.
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THE SEARCH FOR STRUCTURE AND ORDER

Saturn symbolizes the raised index finger within us, the inner authority with which 
we set ourselves boundaries and demand structure and responsibility from 
ourselves. The Saturn aspect within us is often very rigid, and then we block 
ourselves. However, if we have learned during the course of the years to reduce our 
fears and our standards of perfection, we will primarily experience Saturn as inner 
stability and security. In both the concrete and figurative sense, it symbolizes our 
backbone.

Saturn in the Eighth House 
The Demands of Being Able to Cope with the Risks of Life

You have a strong need for control and security. If at all possible, you avoid 
situations in which you can't pull the strings. According to the motto of "life is 
dangerous to your health," you probably prefer to restrict yourself rather than get 
involved in uncertain situations. You possibly experience the structure and sense of 
security that you seek anew time and again through people with authority or state 
institutions; however, these simultaneously place unpleasant demands on you. 

Perhaps you are afraid or at least have an uneasy feeling when faced with emotional 
depth, power, and, above all, things that are related to the physical urges and 
instincts, sexuality, and death. Your inner control authority only lets you live in a 
limited way and will put obstacles in your path until you learn to let go and allow 
things to take their course. When you give up your need to be in control and accept 
death, passion, and everything deep and dark as components of life, you will 
discover a deeper dimension of life and develop an inner stability and sense of 
security that won't give way even in times of crisis and illness.
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THE NEED FOR CHANGE

Uranus symbolizes the "wind spirit" within us that strives for psychological growth 
through constant change. It stirs up an inner unrest that drives us to set out time 
and again, that lets us seek variety and new experiences, and that keeps us from 
psychological and physical stagnation. It represents the wanderer within us who 
does not settle down for long anywhere. When something has barely become a 
habit, he tears down his tents and surprises us with new ideas. His originality knows 
no limits, and the same applies to his noncommittal nature.

Uranus in the Ninth House
An Unconventional World View

Do you disagree with the traditional education systems? Or do you want to change 
the social or political structures? You have a "reforming vein." Old and outdated 
perspectives in society are a thorn in your eye. You are interested in progressive 
ideas and unusual areas of study. In matters of faith, you are also skeptical toward 
the traditional direction or even reject it completely. It is important to you to develop 
an ideology through your own perceptions and not accept a ready-made one from a 
guru. Others may judge your ideas as eccentric, but these mental experiments offer 
you new insights that can enrich your life. You are probably open to and tolerant of 
different opinions. However, you do not easily let yourself be swayed from your own 
convictions.

If you like to travel, you prefer spontaneous decisions to long-term planning. You 
appreciate it when something is happening, and you will probably experience 
surprises time and again when you are abroad.
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THE LONGING FOR LIBERATION AND DEVOTION

Neptune symbolizes our mystical side that continually dissolves the boundaries 
between our ego-consciousness and the outside world, reminding us that we are 
part of a greater whole. This part lets us feel the longing for another world. It can 
equally be the motivation for reconnecting with something divine, for total devotion 
and a readiness to help, or for retreating from life and losing ourselves, which 
ultimately results in self-pity and chaos. 

Neptune in the Tenth House
Foreseeing the Trend in the Area of Profession and Society

This boundary-dissolving aspect of your birth constellation lies in the area of 
profession and public life. The choice of profession is probably not easy for you 
because you have difficulty in discerning what you want in this area. Moreover, this 
is because you can hardly reach your goals with just your own efforts and tend to 
"drift toward" them instead. Your professional ideals are high and not necessarily 
realistic.

Devotion is an important aspect in your professional life. In the broadest sense, you 
are active in a social area and help other people in some way. You easily feel 
responsible for the suffering of others. But people may also take advantage of your 
openness and readiness to help so that you unnoticeably become the "victim" of the 
outer circumstances. It is therefore necessary for you to seriously ask yourself time 
and again what you want in your profession.

The positive aspects of this devotional quality are an enormous intuitive 
understanding of social structures, as well as feeling well-supported in your 
profession and society as a whole. Your sensibility for the mood and trend of the 
society allows you to respond with sensitivity. You achieve your professional goals 
less through enormous achievements than by skillfully sensing and drawing on the 
existing currents.

Neptune/Pluto in a Harmonious Aspect
Confrontation with the Void

The question about the extent to which a belief in the greater whole is just an 
artificial creation and protection against the absolute void may arise within you time 
and again. If, for example, religious devotion is self-evident for you, then this is a 
matter of ultimately letting go of this support and penetrating to the true heart of what 
it means to be human, especially by dissolving every type of form.
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THE "DARK" SIDE

Pluto symbolizes the most radical, energized, and passionate aspect of our 
personality that, especially because it is so bent on "all or nothing," also triggers 
fear. So we often feel this side of ourselves to be "dark" and inwardly turn away 
from it. Then we suppress this intensive part with somewhat the same effect as 
pressing a lid onto a pot with boiling water: We burn our fingers. We can only find 
an access to its power and liveliness when we accept this uncompromising and 
intensive part of ourselves and learn to deal with it. Then this aspect in particular 
can develop an enormous energy potential and lead us through and beyond 
profound crises. 

Pluto in the Eighth House
The Fascination of Power and Magic

You are a passionate person and have an intense approach to the topics of 
sexuality, birth, death, taboos, and occultism. Or you are very afraid of them. 
Experiences in relation to birth, death, and sexuality can create far-reaching 
changes within you. Power and status presumably trigger similar feelings inside of 
you, both fascinating and frightening you. 

You have a strong need to be in control and strive to keep the strings in your own 
hands. You endeavor not to show your own mistakes, if possible. You basically 
never let anyone look at your cards, but you see through other people very quickly. 
With an almost magical power, you influence your surrounding world and make 
every effort to accomplish your goals. At the same time, you are always in danger of 
succumbing to the temptation of using your extraordinary endurance for egotistical 
purposes and overrun others who do not have your indefatigable toughness.

The more you find positive ways to open up to the dark aspects of human life, 
without compulsively getting stuck there, the closer you will come to the true core of 
human nature.

 * * * * * * * *

These pages aren't meant to say: "This is how you are! You do this and that, and 
this is how you think," even if the formulation sometimes may give this impression. 
These pages contain an overview of the symbolism of the planets, as they stood in 
the heavens at the time and place of your birth. According to experience and 
statistics, there are parallels between the planetary constellations and character 
traits. We can use these as guides through the countless aspects of our own 
personality, more consciously recognizing our motivations and behavior patterns 
with their help.

These pages are meant to give you more clarity and some sudden insights about 
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yourself, as well as accompany you on a portion of your path in life.
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